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President’s 2012 budget – mid-February
- No new growth – flat budgets
- DoD Budgets in flux
  - OCO going away
  - Fewer new starts

Bottom line
- Budgets will continue to be reset
OSD Acquisition Directives

Guidance Roadmap

- Target Affordability and Control Cost Growth
  - Should Cost analysis
- Incentivize Productivity & Innovation in Industry
  - Preferred Supplier Program
- Promote Real Competition
  - Remove obstacles
- Improve Tradecraft in Services Acquisition
- Reduce Non-Productive Processes and Bureaucracy
Requirements

- War fighter drives requirements
- Treaties Impact
  - Cluster munitions
  - Land Mines
- Changing Future
  - UAV roles
  - Captive-carry a way of life
- FMS can be driver
Questions ??
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